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Abstract-Thethree-dimensionalvelocity andtemperature fields, andinturn theaverage Nusselt number and
representative streaklines were computedbya finite-dilTerence methodfora cellular element witha length-to
heightratio of 7 and several postulatedwidth-to-height ratiosnear unityin a rectangular enclosure heated
from below, perfectly insulated on the lateralsurfaces, and inclined about the longdimension. Calculations
were carriedout forRa = 4000, Pr = 10andasingle gridspacing(non-uniform inthe longdimension) forcells
withdragless lateralboundaries and for thosewithonedragless and one rigid. Computations suchas these
havepreviously been utilized to develop a simple, theoretically based method for the prediction of Nu in
horizontal enclosures ofarbitraryaspectratios. Furthercalculationsare necessary tosupportsuchamethod of

prediction for inclined enclosures and to define its limits ofapplicability,

l'iO~IEl'iCLATURE

f arbitrary function
g acceleration due to gravity [m S-2]
H distance between heated and cooled

surfaces Em]
k thermal conductivity [Wm- I K-I]
L width of cell Em]
I dimensionless width of cell, L/ll
Nil average Nusselt number, qll/k(Tt, - Tc)
P, Prandtl number, via.
q average heat nux density [W m- 2]

Ra Rayleigh number, gP(Tt, - Tc)IIVa.v
T temperature [K]
Tc · temperature of cold surface [K]
1h temperature of hot surface [K]
t time [s]
11 velocity component in x-direction [rn S-I]

U dimensionless velocity component in
x-direction,II11/a.

V velocity vector [m S-I]

v velocity component in y-direction [m s-1]
V dimensionless velocity component in

y-direction, vil]«
IV velocity component in z-direct ion [m S-I]

IV dimensionless velocity component in
z-dircction, wll]«

x coordinate in shorter horizontal dimension
of enclosure Em]

X dimensionless coordinate in x-direction,
x/II

g transformed dimensionless coordinate in x
direction [see equation (9)]

y coordinate in longer horizontal dimension
of enclosure Em]

• To whom correspondence should be addressed at the
Department of Chemical Engineering.

Y dimensionless coordinate in y-direction,
y/ll

z distance from cold plate Em]
Z dimensionless coordinate in z-direction,

z/H

Greek symbols
a. thermal dilTusivity [rrr' S-I]
P volumetric coefficient of expansion with

temperature [K -I]
o angle of inclination of heated surface from

horizontal [rad]
v kinematic viscosity [m 2 S-I]

r dimensionless time, ta./Il2

I1J dimensionless temperature,
(2T - 7h - Tc)/2(1h- Tc)

t/J dimensionless vector potential [defined by
equation (5)]

t/Jj i-component of dimensionless vector
potential

n dimensionless vorticity vector [defined by
equation (4)]

Q j i-component of dimensionless vorticity
vector

Subscripts
c center of cell (X = 3.5, Y = 0.51, Z = 0.5)

index; X, y and z

I. INTRODUCTIO:"l

NATURAL convection in inclined rectangular en
closures oflow aspect ratio, with heating from below, is
of practical interest in a number of applications
including solar collectors and double glazed windows.
This behavior has', therefore, received extensive stud y
experimentally. However, as indicated below, theor
etical results are quite limited in scope.
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H

As observed by Ozoe et al. [1] for air and silicone oil
and by Oertel [2] for nitrogen and silicone oil, at the
Rayleigh number of this investigation (4000),the stable
flow pattern for low angles of inclination about the
longer dimension as an axis is a series ofstationary rolls
with their axes in the upslope, as shown in Fig. 1. As
shown photographically by Ozoe et al. [3], each of
these rolls isconfined to a rectangular volume, hereafter
designated as a cell, whose dimensions do not change
with inclination, i.e. each fluid particle remains within
the cell. It is this observation that makes possible the
model and calculations presented herein.

At some critical angle, a transition occurs from these
multiple cells to a single circulation up the heated and
down the cooled surface. According to the theory of
Hart [4] and the experiments of Hollands and Konicek
[5], the critical angle for Ra = 4000 and a nearly infinite
layer oflluid is 65rr/180rad. As discussed by Clever and
Busse [6], Ruth et al. [7], Oertel [2] and others,
transitions to unstable (turbulent) convection may also
occur as a complex function of Ra , Pr, inclination and
the aspect ratios.

Ozoe et al. [1, 8-11] and Arnold et al. [12] have
shown experimentally, and Ozoe et al. [10, 11, 13]
theoretically, that for channels (finite in 2-dim.) and
boxes (finite in 3-dim.) the Nusselt number goes
through a minimum, then a maximum, and finally
decreases to unity, as the angle of inclination about the
longer horizontal dimension as an axis is increased
from 0 to n rad . The inclinations for the minimum and
maximum in the Nusselt number were found by Ozoe et
al. [I] to be independent of the Rayleigh number and
the major aspect ratio over the range of their
experiments (for which Ra cos 0 always exceeded the
critical Rayleigh number for no inclination) but to be a
strong function oftheminor aspect ratio.Theminimum
in the Nusselt number was found from photographs [3]
and computations [10,13,14] to be associated with the
transition from a series of rolls with their long
dimension in the upslope to a single circulation with its
axis parallel to the longer dimension. The rolls in the
series (before transition) were each found to be
composed of two symmetrical half-rolls. Fluid particles
are restricted to one of these half-rolls. As the
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FIG. I. Sketch of roll cells in an inclined enclosure.

inclination increases the half-rolls become more and
more distorted, and the curved plane of separation of
their particle-paths becomes increasingly oblique to the
axis of the cell. Transition occurs when this plane of
separation crosses the diagonal plane of the cell. The
maximum in the Nusselt number appears to Occur
when the upper edge of the enclosure passes above the
diagonally opposite lower edge (the axis of inclination),
thus providing the greatest vertical path for the fluid.
Ayyaswamy and Catton [15] showed that the solution
of Gill [16] for the boundary layer regime ofa vertical
channel (0 = n/2 rad) could be adapted for an inclined
channel in the single-roll regime. Catton et al. [17]
subsequ ently used the Galerkin method to derive an
approximate solution for this same regime. Ozoe
et al. [8, 9] developed finite-difference solutions
for the single-roll regime of inclined 1 x 00 x I and
2 x 00 x 1 channels.

The fluid motion is 3-dim. in the multiple-roll regime
of inclined channels and for all conditions in boxes,
thereby severely handicapping theoretical analysis .
Three-dimensional solut ions for inclined enclosures,
prior to -this paper, arc apparently restricted to the
finite-difference solutions of'Ozoe et al. for a 1 x 00 x 1
channel [13], a 2 x 00 x lrectangularchannel [14],and
a 1 x 2 x 1 box [10, 11]. Oertel [2] has noted that the
influence of those surfaces which produce three
dimensionality in a horizontal enclosure dies away
within a distance approximately equal to the height of
the enclosure. Therefore, the error in the overall Nusselt
number due to the neglect of three-dimensionality
decreases as the two aspect ratios increase . However, he
further indicates that effect of three-dimensionality is
more pervasive with inclination.

This paper presents the first detailed study ofthe fluid
motion within a lonq cellular region (herein called a cell)
in the multiple-roll regime of a finite enclosure inclined
about its longer dimension . Results were obtained by
the finite-difference solution of a 3-dim. model for the
velocity and temperature fields. The rate of heat
transfer was in turn computed from the latter. The
calculations were restricted by reasons of economy to
the representative conditions of Ra = 4000, Pr = 10,
and a celllength-to-height ratio of 7. Cells with both
free-free and rigid-free lateral boundaries were
considered, corresponding to central and edge cells,
respectively, in a finite enclosure. The only significant
idealization in the model is the postulate of a fixed,
known cell width.

The results or"this basic study are presumed to be
applicable to finite·enclosures insofar as this mode of
circulation prevails and insofar as the width of the role
cells can be postulated. Ozoe et al. [18] have recently
utilized corresponding results for a horizontal
enclosure to predict the overall Nusselt number
without empiricism other than for interpolation. A
similar general method of prediction for enclosures
inclined about their long dimension as an axis will
require lengthy computations for additional Rayleigh
numbers, Prandtl numbers, aspect ratios and grid sizes.
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In addition, the range of conditions in which the
postulated mode of circulation occurs must be defined
experimentally. The simplicity and utility of such a
method of prediction would appear to justify this
additional work, despite its high cost.

2. CELL WIDTH

The applicability of the calculations in this paper to
enclosures depends on the advance postulate of a
blown cell width for each Rayleigh number, Prandtl
number and pair of aspect ratios. The state of
knowledge on this subject will therefore first be
examined .

The width-to-height ratio of the roll cells in an
infinite layer of low-Prandtl-nurnber fluid, confined
between rigid, horizontal, isothermal surfaces and
heated from below is known to increase from unity as
the Rayleigh number increases above its critical value.
Koschmieder [19] provides a thorough discussion of
these data. However, Dubois and Berge [20] recently
showed experimentally that for a large-Prandtl
number fluid the cell width remains equal to the height
for Rayleigh numbers up to ten times the critical value.
All early theoretical analyses based on 2-dim . models
[19] predicted a decrease in cell width with Rayleigh
number. Eventually, however, Lipps and Somerville
[21] , using a 3-dim. transient model , obtained cell
widths in agreement with the experimental obser
vations, and hence concluded that the increase in roll
cell width is a 3-dimensional, transient process even
though the steady motion is 2-dim.

Oertel [11] carried out a theoretical and experi
mental study of cell width for rectangular boxes.
Because of the lateral confinement, a change in cell
width requires a change in the number of roll cells and
hence is an essentially discrete process. He observed
experimentally that for nitrogen (Pr = 0.7) the number
of roll cells in a 4 x 10 x 1 box changed from 10 to 9 at
Ra = 2300, to 8 at 5650 and to 7 at 8900. Transition to
turbulence then began at Ra = 11300. On the other
hand, for silicone oil (Pr = 1780),the num ber remained
at 10 up to Ra = 12000. This result was generally
confirmed by his finite-difference calculations, al
though that formulation, because of an artificially
imposed symmetry, permitted only an even number of
roll cells. He concluded from experiments with both
nitrogen gas and silicone oil that the same general
behavior occurs in inclined boxes, but did not provide
quantitative evidence.

The computed and experimental streaklines of
Oertel indicate that the two cells adjacent to the lateral
walls are somewhat narrower than the eight
intermediate ones, which are essentially uniform in
width . However, Samuels and Churchill [22], using 2
dim. finite-difference calculations found that the cells
adjacent to the walls were slightly wider than the
central one in a 3 x 00 x I channel.

Ozoe et al. [3], in a photographic study ofroll cellsin
glycerol (I'r = 3000)at Ra = 12000 in a 2 x 12 x I box,

found that the number of cells remained constant at 12
up to the angle of transition at about 711/180 rad. The
width of the bounding cells, which may have been
influenced by the finite conductivity of the side walls,
did not differ significantly from the intermediate ones,
and was in some cases greater and in others less.

From the above results, it is concluded that the cell
width-to-height ratio in a finite enclosure should be
nearly unity for the conditions ofthisstudy(Ra = 4000,
Pr = 10 and a length-to-height ratio of 7).
Furthermore, this ratio would not be expected to
change significantly for other Rayleigh numbers from
the critical value up to at least 12000, for larger Pr, and
for other length-to-height ratios. This ratio might
increase stepwise with Ra for smaller Pro Therefore, the
basic calculations were carried out for a ratio of cell
width-to-height ratio of unity, but test calculations
were carried out for a range of cell width -to-height
ratios to determine the sensitivity of the circulation and
the Nusse1t number to this ratio.

For the multiple-cell regime the division of the
circulation into two rigid-free cells and a number of
identical free-free cells is physically justifiable insofar
as the correct width-to-height ratios of these two types
of cell can be specified. For the single circulation which
occurs at large inclinations, such a division has no
physical counterpart. However, this procedure is
justifiable mathematically insofar as the effect of the
drag of the lateral boundaries is confined to a distance
of less than one height unit from the wall.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND PROCEDURE

The 3-dim. model, finite-difference approximation,
and process of solution previously used by Ozoe et al.
[13] for a 2 x 1 rectangular channel were adapted for
the 7H x L x If cell illustrated in Fig.2.The final form of
the model in terms of the vector potential and vorticity,
and expressed in dimensionless variables is

V-I/J=O, (1)

iJ<f)
--cos 0ay

Dll o<f). iJ<f)
+PrV2n.--(n.-V)V= RaPr -smO+-cosO

Dr az ax
o<f) •

--smOay
(2)

and

D<f) 2
(3)-=V<f)

Dr

where

II ':" V x V = - V 2I/J (4)

and

V=V x I/J. (5)
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and

Alternatively, the derivat ivescan be approximated by a
Taylor series expansion in terms of X, Y and Z as

(12)

and

H

The boundary conditions for the cell with dragless
boundaries at Y = 0 and I, and adiabatic surfaces at
X = 0,7 are

FIG.2. Schematic ofcellular region in a rectangular enclosure
with To at z = 0 and 7j,at z = JI.

4. RESULTS

Test calculations withf = X 2
, X 3 and eX revealed

that equations (10) and (11) provide a less accurate
representation than equations (12) and (13). lienee the
latter were used.

The dimens ionless temperature and three «om
ponents of the vorticity, vector potential and velocity
were computed from the finite-difference model.
Representative streaklines were in turn calculated from
the velocity field and the average Nusselt number from
the temperature field.

4.1.Dependence ofcirculationand N usselt numberon cell
width

In the multiple-roll regime theccll is aligned with the
shorter horizontal dimension. Thus a dimensionless
cell length (length-to-height ratio) of 7.0 implies an
enclosure with an equal or greater dimensionless width
(width-to-height ratio). Finite-difference calculations
for such a dimensionless width are precluded by the
amount of computation which would be required by
the associated number of grid points. The restriction of
attention to a single cell greatly reduces the
computations. but imposes the arbitrary postulate of a
cell width.The dependence of the fluid motion and heat
transfer on the postulate was therefore first in
vestiga ted, and for simpl icity, for no inclination.

The average Nusselt number, Nil; the absolute value
of the dimensionless X-component of the vector
potential at the center of the roll, I¢xlc; and the
volumetric averages of U2, V2, W 2 and U 2 + V2 + W 2

(13)

(Xj-X'_I)(X/+ I -Xi)

2f,-1+.,--------,-------,-----
(Xj-X/_1)(Xj+ I -Xi-I)

(a2f) 2fi+l
aX 2 j = (Xi+I-Xj)(Xi+I-Xj-l)

2fi

~x 3.5 7

Z 111III I I ! 1111I

oi/Jx aw
ax = i/Jy= i/Jz = ilx = O,ily= - ax'

av 8<1J
ilz = ax' ax = 0 at X = 0,7, (6)

ai/Jy au aw
i/Jx = aY = i/Jz = ay = ay = ilx = ilz = 0 ;

eo, a<1J
ay = ay =Oat Y=O,I, (7)

ai/Jz . av
i/Jx = i/Jy = az b ilz = 0, ilx = - az'

au
Oy = az' <1J = +0.5 at Z = 0,1. (8)

FIG. 3. Grid array for finite differencecalculations.

x = 1.512771829 In (I +2.60317127X) (9)

for 0 ~ X ~ 3.5, and 10 symmetrically located spaces
for 3.5 ~ X ~ 7.0, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

The derivatives of an arbitrary function of X can be
approximated in terms of X as

For a cell at the edge of the enclosure the boundary
condition at Y = owas replaced with the analog of the
one for X = O. The lateral walls of the enclosure were
thus also postulated to be adiabatic.

For the finite-difference approximation a uniform
grid spacing of 0.1 was used in the Y and Z directions.
and 10 equal spaces in
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FIGA. Effectof roll wid th on N u ; the volumetric average of U1,

V1
, 1V1 and U1 + V1 + 1V1

; and I"'xlc-

-e-Nu,-o-I"'xl,-0- U 1 + V 1 + 1V1,- V- U 1, - 6.- V1
,

-0- 1V1. (a) Dragless lateral boundaries for cell (free-free) .
(b) One dragless and one rigid lateral boundary for cell

(free-rigid).

R. Z 27t
T 2 ""3

- e (rad)
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4.2. Mean Nusselt number across an inclined cell
The computed mean Nusselt numbers for 7 x 1 x 1

cells with free-free and rigid-free lateral boundaries are
plotted versus the angle of inclination in Fig. 5. The
Nusselt number is seen to be lower, as expected, for the
rigid-free cell. Just as for the 1 x 1 x 1and 2 x 1 x 1cells
previously studied [10, 11, 14], a decrease to a
minimum value (at the point of transition from multiple
roll cells to a single one) followed by an increase to a
maximum value and a decrease to unity is to be
observed as the inclination increases from 0 to 1t rad.

The minimum and the maximum occur at essentially
the same angles for free-free and the rigid-free lateral
boundaries. The indicated angle of SOn/I80 rad for the
minimum is in good agreement with the prediction of
49n/I80 rad by the empirical correlation of Ozoe et al.
[1] and the indicated maximum angle of - 871t/I80 rad
with the theoretical prediction of tan -1 (7) = 821t/180
rad by Churchill and Ozoe [23].

The average Nusselt numbers calculated for a
dimensionless cell width of 1.1 did not differ
significantly from those calculated for 1.0,as indicated
in Fig. 5 by the solid triangles for a free-rigid cell. Hence
the postulate of a cell width would not be expected to
influence greatly the predictions for a finite enclosure.

4.3. Volwnetric-average kinetic energy ofan inclined cell
The open symbols in Fig. 6 indicate the variation of

the volumetric-average kinetic energy and the
contributions of its three components with inclination
for a free-free cell. These values are for 1= 1.0.
Representative values (solid and half-solid symbols) are

FIG.S. EfJect ofinclinaiion on average Nusselt number of cell.
-6.- free-free boundaries; I = I, - ....- free-rigid boundaries;

I = I, -0- free-rigid boundaries; I = 1.1.

volumetric averages of U2 and JV2 cross over at
1= 1.03, and again U2 is negligible for all I.

This test is obviously indecisive, although the
predominance of evidence indicates the most stable
dimensionless cell width is in the range of 1.0 to 1.1,
which is in accord with prior observations and
calculations. The calculations for inclined cells were
therefore limited to 1= 1.0 and 1.1.

2
Uj I<J>J

1005·0

150 5·5

09 1011 1.2 l3 14 1.5

L

1.9L-9~*--*~---"""0 4·0
0·9 to 1-1 ' ·2 1·3

l

195~504'5

(b)

(a)

are plotted versus the postulated dimensionless cell
width in Fig. 4(a) for drag-free lateral boundaries. The
square of the components of the velocity and their sum
are proportional to the corresponding kinetic energies.
The average Nusselt number and the volumetric
average of the total kinetic energy, which is a measure of
the overall strength of the circulation, are seen to have
their maximum value at 1~ I. The individual
volumetric averages of V 2 and JV2 are seen to cross over
at this point, while U2 is negligible for all 1. The quantity
I'"xlc which is a measure of the strength of the
circulation for a roll with its axis in the x-direction
peaks at 1~ 1.25.

Figure 4(b) is the comparable plot for a cell, adjacent
to the side wall of the enclosure, with one rigid and one
dragless lateral boundary. In this case the average
Nusselt number peaks at 1~ 1.1, the volumetric
average kinetic energy.at -1.2 and ''''xlc at -1.4. The
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FIG. 6. Effect of inclination on volumetric average of squared
velocities:
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FIG.7. Effect of inclination on components of vector potential
at center of cell: I

free-free, I = 1 free-rigid, I = I free-rigid, I = I.
1/Ix -0- -.- -()-
1/Ir -f::,.- -T- -d-
1/Iz -0- -.- -[J-

included for a free-rigid cell (with I = 1.0 and 1.1,
respectively).

Inclination is seen to produce a rapid increase in U 2

from near zero, and a rapid decrease in V 2 and JV2. For
the free-free boundary condition, V 2 is properly zero
beyond the point of transition to a single 2-dim.
circulation path: JV2 is relatively small beyond this
point but has a finite value owing to the reversal in the
direction of circulation at the ends of the cell. A
noticeable break occurs in U 2 and in U 2 + V 2 + JV2 at
the point oftransition. The maximum in these latter two
quantities occurs at the same angle as for Nu. All of
these values are higher for the free-free cell than for the
free-rigid one, and all are slightly higher forl = 1.1than
for 1.0 for the free-rigid cell.

4.4. Vector potential at the center ofall inclined cell
The three components of the dimensionless vector

potential at the center of the cell (X = 3.5, Y = 0.5/,
Z = 0.5) are plotted versus the angle of inclination in
Fig. 7. t/Jx and t/Jz are properly zero at all locations
(although only the value at the center of the cell is
shown) for a free-free cell at inclinations beyond the
point of transition. For the free-rigid cell these two
quantities are zero at the center but have finite values
elsewhere owing to the three-dimensionality imposed
by the drag of the lateral wall.

4.5. Streak lilies ill all inclined cell
The character of the circulation is more clearly

revealed by the representative streaklines in Figs. 8-18.
Each streakline represents the transient, cyclic motion
of a fluid particle in a steady state flow field. Traces of

streaklines are shown for the free-free cell at
inclinations ofO, 20n/ISO, 30n/lSO, and 40n/lS0 rad in
Figs. 8-11, and a perspective view for the same
inclinations plus 90n/lS0 rad in Fig. 12.

The streakline for no inclination reveals a spiral
movement ncar the ends ofthecell. This calculation was
stopped after 3000 time-steps with Lh = 0.002 to
conserve computer time. If the calculation had been
continued, a coaxial return spiral to the initial point
would have been produced. It can be inferred from this
plot that the effect of the drag of the end walls is
essentially confined to one dimensionless length, i.e. all
streaklines in the central region would be nearly 2·dim.
in an x-plane. The circulation is composed of two
antisymmetrical, half rolls in corresponding halves of
the cell itself. It has been confirmed experimentaIly [24]
that all fluid particles are confined to one or the other of
these half cells. For no inclination the plane of
separation of the half cells is the central x-plane,

For inclinations of 20n/I80, 30n/I80 and 40n/I80,
the streaklines are seen in Figs. 9-12 to become
increasingly oblique and complex. The curved plane of
separation of the two half cells gradually approaches
the diagonal plane of the cell. The axis of the roll is
curved but remains in the midplane parallel to the
heated surface at 30n/ISO rad . However, for 40n/ISO
rad, the single streakline which is shown extends over
the length of the cell and the circulation pattern is no
longer a simple roll. For inclinations greater than
50n/ISO rad, the streaklines are 2-dim. in a y-plane. This
pattern is maintained for all higher inclinations, as
illustrated in Fig. 12(e) for 90n/180 rad.

Corresponding streaklines for a free-rigid cell with
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FIG.8.Top view of streaklines for no inclination in a free-free cell with I = I. .6.-Starting points (0.1,0.45,0.45)
and (6.9, 0.55, 0.55) r = 6, i\, = 0.002.

FIG.9. Traces of streaklines for 0 = 20n/180 rad in a free-free cell with I = I. .6.-Starting point (0.1,0.8, 0.5)
r = 3, i\, = 0.002.

FIG. 10. Traces of streaklines for 0 = 30n/180 rad in a free-free cell with I = I. .6.-Starting points (1.0,0.2,0.5)
. and (6.0, 0.8, 0.5) r = 3, i\r = 0.002.

x
yrr-::----~~---
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z~c====:===-~<? ;'?J1I[(Il
FIG. 11.Traces of streaklines for 0 = 40n/180 cad in a free-free cell with 1= 1. .6.-Starting point (3.0,0.2, 0.5)

r = 3, i\, = 0.002.
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x
zf-V
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FIG.12. Perspective view of streaklines for various inclinations for a free-free cell with 1= l.ll.-Starting points
(0.1,0.5,0.5) for 0 = 901r/180 rad, otherwise same as before. Eye point (-100, 100, -70). (a) 0 = 0 rad,

(b) 0 = 20n/180 rad . (c) 0 == 30n/180 rad. (d) 0 = 40n/180 rad, (e) 0 '= 90lt/180 rad.
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FIG.13.Traces of streaklines for no inclination offrce-rigid cell with I = l.ll.-Starting points (0.1,0.5,0.5)and
(6.9.0.5,0.5) T = 4. ~t = 0.002.
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FIG. 14. Traces ofstreaklinesfor0 = 20rr/180rad in free-rigidcellwith1= 1. 6-Starting points (0.5,0.8,0.5)

and (5.5,0.2and 0.5)r = 2, M = 0.02.
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FIG. 15.Tracesofstreaklincsfor0 = 40it/180 rad in free-rigidcellwith I = I. 6 -Starting points (2.0, 0.2,0.5)
and (6.0, 0.8, 0.5) T = 2, lh = 0.002.
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FIG. 16.Traces ofstreaklinesfor 0 = 50rr/I80 rad in free-rigidcellwith I = I. 6-Starling points (2.0,0.2. 0.5)
and (6.0,0.15, 0.5)T = 4, M = 0.002.

1= 1 are illustrated in Figs. 13-18. For no inclination
the circulation is similar to that for the free-free cell
but is slightly eccentric. At 40n/180 rad, the particle
paths do not extend as far as for the free-free cell. At
SOn/180 rad , the illustrated particle path near the free
boundary is nearly 2-dim., but the second particle path
reveals a nearly stagnant region in the central core,
accounting for the minimum in the NusseIt

nxr 26 ,1D-B

number. The circulation is seen to be quasi-2-dim. at
90n/180 rad. The nearly stagnanl central core is res
ponsible for the lower Nusselt number relative to the
horizontal case. The same interpretation is applicable
to the free-free cell.

The streaklines computed forl = 1.I were not found
to differ significantly from those for I = 1.0, and hence
are not reproduced here.
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FIG. 17. Traces ofstreaklines for 0 = 90n/180 rad in free-rigid cell with I = I. .6,-Starting points (3.0, 0.2, 0.5)
and (1.0, 0.8, 0.5) • = 4,6. = 0.02.

x
zf'V
(d)

FIG. 18. Perspective view ofstreaklines for various inclinations offree-rigid cell with I = I. .6,-Starting points
are the same as before. Eye point (-100, 100, -70). (a) 0 = 0 rad. (b) 0 = 20n/180 rad. (c) 0 = 40n/180 rad.

(d) 0 = SOn/180 rad. (e) 0 = 90n/180 rad.
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5. SUl\lMARY AND COxCLUSIOxS

Thispaper presents the first theoretical results for the
3-dim. fluid motion and for the rate of heat transfer in
the multiple-cell regime of rectangular enclosures of
large but finite dimensions, inclined about the longer
dimension as an axis.

The postulate ofa known, fixed cellwidth and the use
of a staggered grid in the longer dimension made
solution by finite-differences feasible for this geometry.
The persistence of such fixed, essent ially square cells
has previously been confirmed experimentally.

Calculations were carried out for two dragless lateral
boundaries,corresponding to a cell in the central region
of the enclosure, and for one dragless and one rigid
lateral boundary, corresponding to a cell next to one of

,the lateral walls of the enclosure. This division into only
two types of cells is justifiable physically for the
multiple-roll regime, insofar as the effect of the drag of
the lateral walls does not extend beyond one height
unit. This latter postulate has been confirmed
'experimentally.

The calculations were limited to Ra = 4000 and Pr

, = 10but are presumed to be quantitatively applicable
for larger Pr and qualitatively for smaller Pr, and for
larger Ra in the laminar regime. However, an unstable
(turbulent) motion may occur for some yet undefined
ranges of Pr and Ra.

The calculations are limited to a single finite grid
spacing but are presumed on the basis of prior
calculations for related behavior to be in only slight
error due to truncation. Empirical extrapolation of the
Nusselt number for this grid spacing to zero grid size
may be possible, but extensive further calculations
would still be necessary.

The strength of the flow pattern is characterized by
plots of the volumetric average kinetic energy and by
the component ofthe vector potential in the direction of
the long dimension of the cell.The angle of inclination
for transition from the regime of multiple rolls to a
single circulation is clearly identifiable from these plots.

The results of this investigation arc applicable for the
theoretical prediction, without any empiricism, of heat
transfer in finite rectangular enclosures, but are
incomplete in that respect, results for other grid
spacings , cell lengths, Prandtl numbers and Rayleigh
numbers being necessary. In addition experimental
measurements are necessary to define the conditions
under which this type of stable cellular motion occurs.
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ROULEAUX ALLONGES PAR CONVECTION NATURELLE
DANS UNE ENCEINTE INCLINEE ET RECTANGULAIRE

Resume- Les champs tridimensionnels de vitesse et de temperature, et par suite Ienombre de Nusselt moyen et
la ligne de courant sont calcules par une methode aux differences finies pour unc cellule avec un rapport
longueur-hauteur egal a 7 et plusieurs rapports largeur-hauteur proche de l'unite dans une enceinte
rectangulaire chauffee ala base, parfaitement isolee sur les faces laterales et inclinee par la grande dimension.
Des ca1culs sont faits pour Ra = 4000, Pr = 10 et un espacement unique (non uniforme dans la grande
dimension) pour des cellules avec des Irontieres sans trainee et pour d'autres avec une frontiere sans trainee et
l'autre rigide. Des ca1culs tels que ceux-ci ont ete precedemrnent utilises pour developper une methode simple
theorique pour la prevision de Nu dans des enceintes horizon tales avec des rapports de forme arbitraires.
D'autres ca1culs sont necessaires pour appuyer cette methode dans Iecas des enceintes inclinees et pour definir

ses limites d'application.

LANGE WIRBELWALZEN, DIE DURCH NATORLICHE KONVEKTION
IN EINEM GENEIGTEN, RECHTECKIGEN HOHLRAUM ENTSTEHEN

Zusammcnfassung-Mit Hilfe eines finiten Differenzen-Verfahrens wurde fUr ein zellenartiges Element das
dreidimensionale Geschwindigkeits- und Temperaturfeld und daraus die mittlere Nusselt-Zahl und
repriisentative Stromlinien berechnet. Fiirden rechteckigen Hohlraum werden ein Langen/Hohen-Verhiiltnis
von 7 und verschiedene Breiten/Hohen-Verhiiltnisse nahe I angenommen. Der Raum wird von unten beheizt,
ist an den Seitenwiinden ideal isoliert und in Liingsrichtunggeneigt. Die Berechnungen wurden fiir Ra = 4000
und Pr = 10 mit einem ungleichmiiBigen Gitter ausgefiihrt, und zwar Iilr Zellen mit reibungsfreien seitlichen
Begrenzungen und fur so1che, bei denen die eine zeitliche Begrenzung reibungsfrei und die andere fest ist.
Ahnliche Berechnungen sind bereits verwendet worden, urn ein einfaches, theoretisch begriindetes Verfahren
zur Berechnung der Nu-Zahl in waagerechten Hohlriiumen mit beliebigen Seitenverhiiltnissen zu entwickeln.
Urn ein derartiges Berechnungsverfahren auf geneigte Hohlriiume anwenden zu konnen, und die Grenzen

seiner Anwendbarkeit zu bestimmen, sind weitere Berechnungen erforderlich.

llJHIHHblE DAJIbl, OEPA3YIOIlHfECJI nrn ECTECTBEHHOH KOHDEKWHf B
HAKJIOHHblX nPJlMOyrOJIbHblX nOJIOCTJlX

AIlIIOTaUHll-KolleqIlO-pa3110CTllbI\1 \ICrO.lO\1 pacc-nrranu rpexxrepuue nons CKOpOCTIl1I rexineparypu.
a TaK;Ke cpennee 3Uaqelllle qllC.la Hycce.n.ra II xapaxrepnan crpyxrypa Teqellllll ILlll llqeiiKII c

ornomeunexr ,1.11IllbI K asrcorc. paBllbl\1 7, II IICCKO.lbKII\lIl oruoureuuaxm unrpunu K BblCOTe, 6.11I3KII\1Il

K enmnure, naxonsureacs B narpeeaexroii CIIII3Y IIPll\IO}TO.lbIlOii naxnouuoil II0.1 OCTII C TellnOll3o.1IlpO

BallllbI\lIl OOKOBbI\lIl nOBepXIIOCTll\lIl. Pacucru BbInO.lllll.lIlCh ,1.111 3l1a'leIIIlii Ru = 4000 II Pr = 10 ua

onuoti II roil ;Ke cerxe (uepaauoxrepuoii B.I0.1h ILlllllbI nO.loCTII) Il.lll llqeeK co cB060,1I1bI\1Il

OOKOBbI\lIl rpauuuaxru II .l.lll lIqeCK C O.1110ii CBOOO.lIIOii II o.nroii raep.ioii 60KOBbI\1Il rpauuuaxur.
Iloaofiuue pacserst yxce npOIl3BO.lILIIICh pauee ;Llll paspafiorxu npocroro reopcrusecxoro \ICTOIla

pacsera qllC.la Nu B ropmouram.nux 1I0.10CTliX C UpOIl3BO.lbllbI\1Il oruourcunaxm CTOpOII. lla.1blleiiuJlIe

pacscr u lIeOOXOIlII\lbI lUll oOOOillellllll xreroaa ua c.lyqaii naxnounsrx 1I0.10cTeii II ILlll onpene.rcuna

rpauuu ero IIPII\ICIIII\IOCTII.




